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Do you ever get a hot ear or head using a mobile phone?
Use a smartDOT™ and carry the coolest phone

Whether or not you are aware of it, mobile
phone technology affects your body

“Overall, it is concluded that the smartDOT has shown 
to be profoundly effective in negating the effects of 

mobile phone radiation on the human body.”
Dr Thornton Streeter,

Centre for Biofield Sciences

See the full study on
www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

The smartDOT is our
most popular product.

Look at the Medical Thermal Imaging Research and see 
the cooling effect in the head and right down the body 

when a smartDOT is applied to the phone. 
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It is not just the use of mobiles that concerns scientists. The rapid growth in wireless technologies has increased the 
electromagnetic fields around us over 100 million times in the last 50 years.  
We live in a sea of electro-pollution which zaps our energy.  
Research studies have shown that pro-longed exposure to unnatural frequencies can have an adverse effect on human health.  
It is widely recognised that children are more vulnerable.
Some governments are issuing special precautionary advice.

why do we need energyDOTs™
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energyDOTs™ are a suite of four small wafer-thin magnetic discs,
each designed for a specific use.
the low power magnet acts as a storage device. Magnets are often
used to store information for example a video tape, tape cassette
and magnetic stripe on a bank card are all storage devices.
energyDOTs™ are activated by Programmed Harmonic Interface 
Technology® (developed exclusively by Phi harmonics).  This activation is 
similar to homeopathic medicine or other vibrational remedies, where an 
energy signature is stored in a solid substance.
Each energyDOT™ is programmed with naturally occurring bio-energetic 
information according to its purpose.
The powerful resonance held by energyDOTs™ re-tunes man-made EMFs
to a natural harmonic by a process known as the‘principal of entrainment’.
An energyDOT™ acts like a tuning fork on electromagnetic fields in its 
immediate environment. 
The human body’s electrical sensors recognise the re-tuned emissions as 
being in harmony with its natural healthy state. The body no longer needs 
to react defensively to emissions from the ‘harmonised’ device
and electro-stress is relieved.

NATURAL CONSTANT ENERGY BOOST

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY SAFETY DEVICE

NATURAL WATER HARMONSIER

FENG SHUI SPACE HARMONISER

how energyDOTs™ work
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Brilliant though energyDOTs™ may feel in action, how do we know they 
work objectively? The following extracts from studies undertaken show the 
effectiveness of our two most popular products, the smartDOT and the bioDOT™.

research
Medical Thermal Imaging
Live Red Blood Microscopy
Gas Discharge Visualisation
Polycontrast Interference Photography
Chick Pea Growth

NATURAL CONSTANT ENERGY BOOST

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY SAFETY DEVICE
Offers relief from the harmful effects of radiation from wireless and 

other electronic equipment such as mobile & cordless phones. 
Computers/laptops, tablets, wifi routers, baby monitors,

games consoles etc.

Designed to balance and strengthen your energy field 24/7
Retune and revive your energy. Users also experience better sleep quality.

the science behind energyDOTs™
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showing the reduction in the heating effect of 
mobile phones on the body using the smartDOT™

“Overall, it is concluded that the smartDOT has shown
to be profoundly effective in negating the effects of
mobile phone radiation on the human body.”
Dr Thornton Streeter,
Centre for Biofield Sciences

Research images of subjects before 
using smartDOT and after three 

weeks of use on their mobile phone.

No smartDOT

No smartDOT

smartDOT

smartDOT

See the full study on
www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

Medical Thermal Imaging
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showing powerful relief in red blood cells exposed to EMFs

Red blood cells
after 1 hour on mobile

Before using a mobile Red blood cells after another hour
with mobile and smartDOT added

See the full study on
www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

Live Red Blood Microscopy
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GDV image showing revived energy –
a healthy biofield restored
Analysis: “After two days using the smartDOT on the phone, 
overall energy leaks and distortions have reduced and the 
energy field appears much more symmetrical”

GDV (Gas Discharge Visualisation)

See the full study on
www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

Gas Discharge Visualisation
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Sequence showing the normalising effect in the biofield using PIP Photography*
*Poly Contrast Interference Photography
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Normal field

bioDOT™ removed 1

Exposed field 1

bioDOT™ removed 2

Exposed field 2

Mobile removed

bioDOT™ introduced

Reset

See the full study on www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

Polycontrast Interference Photography
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Chick pea growth under exposure to mobile phones on standby over a 15 day period
Pulses on the right were grown next to a harmonised mobile phone (with smartDOT). The pulses on the left were grown, for 
the same period, and under the same conditions, next to a mobile phone without a smartDOT.

without smartDOT with smartDOT

See the full study on
www.energydots.co.uk/pages/science/75

Chick Pea Growth
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“I placed a bioDOT™ under the mattress on my 
husband’s side of the bed as he wasn’t sleeping well.  
He was unaware that it was there but after three nights 
of deeper, longer sleep I decided to tell him. He 
immediately stuck the bioDOT™ on his watch and is
now enjoying greatly improved sleep night after 
night.” Ann, Office Manager

“I’ve been wearing the phi bioband for a week 
and since then I’ve felt much calmer and energized 
throughout the day. I don’t feel sleepy after hours in 
front of the computer.”
Laura Mapelli, Administrator

“I wouldn’t be without my bioDOT™, my digestion has 
improved, l don’t get headaches and I feel much less 
anxious.” Sinead Peak, Pilates Instructor

“I was recently prompted to fit a smartDOT to my 
mobile phone by a series of headaches. Within a week 
my headaches had reduced in frequency and then 
they stopped altogether.”
Max Levell, Air Ambulance Pilot, Surrey, UK

“Electro-stress can be very debilitating. I use a smartDOT 
and bioDOT™ and recommend them to clients.” Dr Stephen 
Hopwood,  Arcturus Clinic, Devon

“I have been using Phi Harmonics products for the past 
couple of years, after experiencing how the smartDOT 
removed the stressful effect of the close proximity of
my mobile phone (as determined by muscle testing).”
Chris Halls LCPH, DipASK, MCMA,
Homeopathy & Systematic Kinesiology

“My energy is much better since using the electroDOT™ 
and bioDOT™. I have started sleeping really well which I 
haven’t done since before my children were born (some 
18 years ago!). I am also much more productive when 
working on the computer.” Sarah, Reiki Master

“For ages I had problems using computers. I used to feel 
quite dizzy and nauseous and get headaches, but, since 
using the smartDOT I haven’t had this. just writing this 
email to you would have been difficult, but now it’s much 
better. Thank you.” Claire Gittoes, Sussex UK

what do users say about energyDOTs™?
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...from electro-magnetic 
radiation with energyDOTs™
Using the range of energyDOTs™ is a simple and 
effective way to offset the negative effects of
EMF exposure.
The four energyDOTs™ can be used singly or in 
combination to provide immediate and long
lasting benefits which include:

the way forward...
A step by step guide to incorporating 
energyDOTs™ into your world:

extra energy
deeper sleep
fewer headaches

greater concentration
less stress
a sense of calm

begin with a starter pack which includes a bioDOT™
for you & and a smartDOT for your mobile phone 
then harmonise your laptop, computer or tablet
with a smartDOT

add a smartDOT to your wi-Fi router
harmonise your drinking water with
an aquaDOT™ on your water filter
place a spaceDOT™ in your home

building protection


